
BASIX 
World renowned and 5 times CARA Award-winning vocal pop group Basix has been doing 
special workshop concerts for school children every year since the very beginning of 
their career in 2001. The concept is a musical journey through the wonderful and 
inspiring world of music, made solely by using voices and human sounds like claps and 
snaps – the music genre also known as “a cappella”.

The general goal of the workshop concert by Basix is to inspire people to make music with their
voices and to show the audience how funny and captivating a cappella music can be. That goal is always reached!
After the concert , Basix answers questions and sign autographs.

When Basix in 2001 began doing their workshop concerts the targeted audience was school children from 6-20 
years of age. The concert works extremely well for all ages. The schools in Denmark and Norway chose Basix for 
their most difficult age groups, (children from 6th to 10th grade). Switzerland chose Basix for 3rd to 7th grade. 
The workshop concert is always customized for the specific country and age group.

“We have seen several school concerts in our area, and this workshop was definitely the best”
Eva Leergaard, Assistant principal, Rauma School

“Some students decided to see 2 school concerts with Basix on the same day AND went to the evening concert as 
well. This is not something our students normally do!! I highly recommend this workshop concert for all schools”
Teacher, Molde School

“We would like to recommend these charming Danes to all schools. It is an experience we will remember for a 
long time.
2 students, Molde school

”We have had many great experiences through the school concert system, but Basix is, in my opinion, the highest 
quality we have seen”
Oscar Skulstad, Department leader, Fagerlia School

For further information and booking, please contact:
Basix Productions
prod@basix.dk • phone: (+45) 23 960 961


